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a moral gulf between the two sections, was in almost no sense
the occasion of the war, so that we may here drop the subject
after a quite superficial examination. The war itself was a
mere incident in an immensely prolonged struggle between
two undesirable world tendencies whose end, lamentably,
is not yet and whose beginning—if it ever had a beginning-—
must in the modern world be looked for in the establishment
of the Virginia Company in seventeenth-century England
. . . or, in the ancient world when first the image of a
cow was stamped on a piece of silver.
Before Raleigh—and with Raleigh himself—the world-
ideal of securing increased wealth was murder and rapine.
Columbus and his successors had no ideas of agricultural
colonization. They expected to plunder and later to exploit
mines. The taking of slaves was done with a view to increasing
domestic comfort and circumstance or to obtain workers in
those mines. The idea was indeed mildly abhorrent in
European circles; and Hawkins, introducing the virus of
the primordial African curse into the veins of the Old
Dominion, never conceived of selling slaves into the England
even of his day.
But the first American colonists were the first instruments
of the first merchants to have the idea of mass cash-farming,
and the civilization of to-day—what little there is of it—Is
dying of the struggle between cash-farming and mass indus-
trial production. Slavery is merely an incident in a price
struggle in which cash-farming must be worsted. It must
inevitably . , . even without tariffs. With the institution
of tariffs the ruin must be not only inevitable but incredibly
rapid. ... As long, that is to say, as a cash-agricultural
population is sufficiently numerous to stave off the Protection
that is the ideal of civic cash industrial producers cash-
farming is on a basis of fair equality. It is a necessity for the
urban manufacturer just as the products of the urban manu-
facturer are a necessity to the cash-farmer. The cash-farmer,
that is to say, must have everything but the specialty that
he produces by purchase from the cash mass producer.
Everything without exception . . . agricultural implements,
household utensils, clothes, articles of every kind of luxury

